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Cecília Müller told a press conference of the operative body responsible for handling the epidemic that the new variant 

was registered in surrounding countries earlier and therefore had been expected to appear in Hungary too. The new 

variant is 50-70% more infectious than the “original” virus, Müller said. However, several vaccine producers have said that 

their products were effective against it, she added. Müller also called on health-care staff to get inoculated “so that we can 

move on along the vaccination list”.

Vaccines are being administered continuously, with the process only being slowed down by the shipment of new doses, 

she said. Hungary used up its entire stock of Covid-19 vaccines by Tuesday evening, inoculating a total of 86,929 people, 

Müller said. Vaccine recipients will begin receiving their second doses on Jan. 18, she added. Meanwhile, Müller said that 

only 3% of those who have died from the disease were free of any underlying illnesses.

Müller also said that those who have been vaccinated are still required to wear face masks and observe social distancing.

A fast-spreading variant of the coronavirus, first identified in the United Kingdom late 
last year, was detected in three patients in Hungary on Tuesday, the chief medical 
officer said.
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FInMIn: GOVT GranTS 
HuF 50 Bn OVEr PaST 5 
MOnTHS TO SuPPOrT 
HEaLTH SECTOr

The government has granted 50 billion 

forints (EUR 138.5m) to support 46 

investments in the Hungarian health 

sector, resulting in new developments 

worth 65 billion, Mihály Varga, the 

finance minister, has said. The ministry 

has been tasked with boosting 

domestic health-care manufacture, 

Varga said. The support is for products 

that strengthen Hungary’s self-

sufficiency while creating opportunities 

for domestic producers to enter foreign 

markets, he said, adding the focus is on 

manufacturing rubber gloves, masks, 

medicines, disinfectants, ventilators 

and other medical equipment. Varga 

said the investments would protect 

jobs and help restart the economy 

amid the coronavirus crisis.

JuSTICE MInISTEr 
SLaMS TECH GIanTS FOr 
‘SWITCHInG OFF’ CErTaIn 
uSErS

Judit Varga, the justice minister, 

has criticised global tech giants for 

“switching off” certain users. “We 

can all be turned off,” she said in an 

English-language post on Facebook. 

“So far, only freedom of opinion and 

speech has been restricted by global 

tech companies, but the ideological 

campaign seen in America proves that 

people can even be turned off from 

the online space. From where they live 

their daily lives, they manage their work 

and businesses, store their memories 

and keep in touch with their friends, 

acquaintances, loved ones,” Varga said. 

She said it “may come as a surprise” that 

several European leaders, including 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel 

and European People’s Party group 

leader Manfred Weber, had “raised their 

voices” against the move by various 

tech companies that she insisted were 

allied to “a globalist liberal ideology”. 

Those leaders “have probably figured 

out that all of this can even happen to 

them and even they can be deleted if 

they don’t behave as expected,” Varga 

said. The justice minister said it was 

worth considering whether “to base 

our lives on social media”. Meanwhile, 

work to create the framework for online 

legal certainty and transparency was 

continuing, she said. “Let’s tell our 

children, friends, loved ones that we 

need to live our real lives and even 

rebuild them instead of the virtual ones. 

Because in our real life, we can always 

make our own decisions,” Varga said.

PÁrBESZÉD LaMBaSTS 
GOVT’S CrISIS 
ManaGEMEnT 

Opposition Párbeszéd MP Tamás 

Mellár said in an online lecture that 

the Hungarian economy was not 

stronger or “more crisis-proof” than it 

had been in 2009 despite considerable 

European Union assistance.  Referring 

to macro-economic indicators, Mellár 

said that the 2020 figures were the 

same as those at the time of the 2009 

crisis, and called the government’s 

crisis management “ill-advised”. 

Mellár insisted the government had 

only spent 2-3% of GDP on crisis 

management measures, in spite of 

plans targeting 20%. A significant 

part of available funds have gone 

towards “reducing damage or throwing 

money to the wind”, he said, and 

argued that assisting sports projects 

or the churches would not boost the 

economy. Money has been “poured 

into tourism and catering”, sectors 

which are not expected to take a 

growth path for the time being, he 

added. According to Mellár, however, 

Prime Minister Viktor Orbán had no 

alternative: “he had to save the national 

capitalist class he had created in the 

interest of political stability”. Mellár said 

that Hungary’s GDP had been down 

by 6.5% in 2020, while the deficit had 

reached 9%, with the foreign debt 

climbing 80% from an earlier 65. Some 

fifty percent of the deficit, however, has 

been the result of spending on projects 

in December “that had nothing to do 

with modernising the country”, with 

grants financing “pet projects” by 

companies close to the government, 

Mellár said. The crisis management 

measures have failed to address the 

problems of those in need, he insisted.

COrOnaVIruS - 95 
FaTaLITIES, 1,358 MOrE 
InFECTIOnS

Fully 95 Covid patients, generally 

elderly and suffering from an 
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underlying illness, died over the past 

24 hours, while 1,358 new infections 

were officially registered, bringing the 

total number of infected to 345,710, 

koronavirus.gov.hu said on Wednesday. 

The death toll has risen to 10,948, while 

215,453 people have made a recovery. 

The number of active infections 

stands at 119,309, while there are 4,870 

hospitalised Covid patients, 339 on a 

ventilator. Altogether 25,856 people 

are in official home quarantine, and the 

number of tests carried out has risen to 

2,879,364. Most infections have been 

registered in Budapest (64,944) and 

Pest County (43,115) so far, followed 

by the counties of Hajdú-Bihar (19,681), 

Győr-Moson-Sopron (19,666) and 

Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén (19,350). The 

county least affected by the infection 

is Tolna (7,259).

SOCIaLISTS WanT 
VaCCInaTIOnS TO BE 
aDMInISTErED By GPS

The opposition Socialist Party has 

called on the government to scrap 

its Covid-19 vaccine pre-registration 

campaign and allow vaccinations to be 

administered by general practitioners. 

Citing a report by the European 

Medicines Agency (EMA), Socialist 

MEP István Ujhelyi told an online press 

conference on Wednesday that the 

Hungarian government had told the 

EMA and the European Union’s Health 

Security Committee that it intended to 

conduct vaccinations against Covid-19 

the same way it does flu vaccinations. 

Ujhelyi speculated that the prime 

minister and the government had 

for weeks been unable to decide 

how to organise the vaccinations 

until they came up with a central 

registration campaign. He criticised 

the government for “refusing to say 

whether registration is a prerequisite 

for getting the vaccine”. Ujhelyi said 

it should be enough for those who 

want to be vaccinated to simply 

contact their general practitioner, 

the way they do for flu shots, and wait 

for their turn to get the jab. The MEP 

urged the government to “consider 

whether a having a central registration 

list will encourage Hungarians to get 

the vaccine”. Ujhelyi said the EMA 

report had also revealed that Hungary 

did not opt in to the joint EU public 

procurement of protective gear for 

those administering the vaccine or the 

procurement related to the logistics of 

the vaccinations.

HunGary InDuSTrIaL 
OuTPuT uP 3.5% yr/yr  
In nOV

Hungarian industrial output was 

up an annual 3.5% in November, up 

from 0.6% in October, the Central 

Statistical Office (KSH) said. Output 

of the food drinks and tobacco 

segment, which accounted for 10% 

of manufacturing sector output, fell 

by 1% in November, at a slower pace 

than the drop of 4.5% in October. 

Output of the automotive segment 

grew by 7.4%, while computer, the 

electronics and optical equipment 

segment was up 5.7%.

EMPLOyErS, unIOnS 
TO COnTInuE MInIMuM 
WaGE rISE nEGOTIaTIOnS 
nEXT WEEK

The forum of employers, unions 

and the government (VKF) failed to 

move any closer to an agreement 

on this year’s minimum wage rise at 

a meeting on Wednesday and will 

continue talks in the coming week. 

Employers continued to offer a 3.1% 

increase, while unions stuck to their 

demand of 5%, representatives of 

the sides told MTI. Ferenc Rolek, 

the deputy head of employers’ 

association MGYOSZ, said the 

possibility of modifying the “cafeteria” 

voucher system to bridge the gap 

between the sides was brought up 

at the meeting, but said that was 

an option for the government to 

decide. László Kordás, who heads 

unions association MASZSZ, said 

union leaders were looking to the 

government to break the deadlock. 

He added that while unions are 

standing firm on the 5% increase, 

“other confederations” have signalled 

they may be willing to yield ground in 

the interest of sealing a deal. Kordás 

stressed the importance of reaching 

an agreement on the matter by 

January 20, so the increase can show 

up in workers’ January paycheks. At 

present, the gross monthly minimum 

wage for skilled workers is 210,600 

forints (EUR 587) and the minimum 

wage for unskilled workers is 161,000 

forints.
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GOVT OFFICIaL: HunGary 
TO aID rECOnSTruCTIOn 
In CrOaTIa

Hungary will aid the reconstruction 

of a school and a Catholic church in 

earthquake-hit towns in Croatia, a 

government official said. Speaking 

in Petrinja, the town closest to the 

epicentre of a series of devastating 

earthquakes between December 

28 and January 6, the Hungarian 

state secretary for church and ethnic 

relations said a school with 450 

students had been badly damaged in 

the disaster. Hungary will also aid the 

reconstruction of the Catholic church 

in Žažina, Miklós Soltész said when he 

visited the sites with Zdenko Lucić, the 

Croatian state secretary for foreign 

affairs. Soltész said the aid would also 

help “tens of thousands of people 

... living in the most disadvantaged, 

poorest region of Croatia” to stay 

in their homeland.  Hungary is also 

ready to organise summer holidays 

for 200 children from the region, 

in cooperation with the Croatian 

minority in Hungary, Soltész said. 

Soltész noted that the earthquakes 

had killed seven and injured 28 people. 

So far, 40,000 damaged buildings have 

been reported, 20% of which are life-

threatening to enter, he said. Soltész 

is also scheduled to meet Foreign 

Minister Gordan Grlić Radman in 

Zagreb.

JOBBIK DEManDS GOVT 
HELP TO ‘VICTIMS OF DEBT 
COLLECTIOn’

Opposition Jobbik’s deputy leader 

called on the government to help 

“several hundreds of thousands of 

victims of forced debt collection”. 

Dániel Z Kárpát said salaries and 

pensions not exceeding the minimum 

wage should be protected from the 

forced collection of debt, at least 

during the state of emergency 

and economic crisis resulting from 

the coronavirus epidemic. Unlike 

banks, multinationals and property 

investors, this demographic did not 

get help from the government in the 

epidemic and they can lose up to 50% 

of their income as a result of forced 

debt collection, he said. He accused 

the cabinet of being in cahoots with 

financial institutions, citing a “pact” 

signed with the EBRD in February 

2015. It is currently up to factoring 

companies and debt managers to 

decide whether the affected people 

should be allowed to survive the 

economic crisis, he said. He called 

for “mending the social net” so that 

nobody would be evicted without 

access to shelter and small incomes 

or pensions should be exempt from 

forced debt collection.

POLICE FInD FrESH 
TunnEL unDEr SErBIa-
HunGary BOrDEr

Police have found a new tunnel 

running beneath the Serbia-Hungary 

border in the area of Ásotthalom, 

in southern Hungary, a local police 

spokesperson said. Officers patrolling 

the border discovered the tunnel 

beneath the temporary border fence 

system on the outskirts of Ásotthalom 

on Tuesday. The authorities have since 

filled in the tunnel. Police also arrested 

a Montenegrin people smuggler on 

Wednesday morning on the outskirts 

of Ruzsa, driving a Serbian registered 

van with 25 people inside who 

declared themselves to be Syrian. 

The driver was arrested while the 

passengers were escorted back to 

the border.


